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Abstract
We extend relativistic mean-field models with hadron masses and meson-baryon
coupling constants dependent on the scalar field σ, including hyperons and ∆(1232)
baryons, to incorporate a possibility of the charged ρ meson condensation in neu-
tron star matter. The influence of the ρ− condensation on the equation of state
proves to be strongly model dependent. In our models of one type (KVORcut-based
ones) the ρ− condensation arises by a second-order phase transition above a critical
density and the maximum value of the neutron star mass diminishes only slightly.
The matter composition changes more significantly. In our models of other type
(MKVOR*-based ones), if the system is considered at fixed density, the ρ− conden-
sation arises by a second-order phase transition at the baryon density n = n
(II)
c,ρ and
at a slightly higher density n = n
(I)
c,ρ there occurs a first-order phase transition. In
a neutron star matter starting with a density n < n
(II)
c,ρ there appears a region of a
mixed phase, or the system is described by Maxwell construction, that results in a
substantial decrease of the value of the maximum neutron star mass. Nevertheless
in the models under consideration the observational constraint on the maximum
neutron star mass is fulfilled. Besides, in MKVOR*-based models the appearance
of the ρ− condensate is accompanied by a strong rearrangement of the matter com-
position. Dependence of the results on a choice of the ρ meson scaling functions for
the effective ρ meson mass and coupling constants is also investigated.
1 Introduction
A nuclear equation of state (EoS) is one of the key ingredients in the descrip-
tion of neutron star (NS) properties [1], supernova explosions [2] and heavy-
ion collisions [3,4]. A rather popular class of hadronic models is the relativistic
mean-field (RMF) approach [5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14]. As any phenomenolog-
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ical model, RMF models have to be gauged by some empirical information or
more founded microscopic calculations.
Any reliable EoS of the cold hadron matter should satisfy experimental in-
formation on global properties of dilute nuclear matter and atomic nuclei,
agree with the results of more microscopic approaches [15,16,17,18,19,20,21]
for densities n <∼ 1.5–2n0 (n0 = 0.16 fm−3 is the saturation nuclear density),
not contradict constraints on the pressure of the nuclear mater extracted from
the description of particle transverse and elliptic flows [3] and the K+ produc-
tion [22] in heavy-ion collisions, allow for the heaviest known compact stars
PSR J1614-2230 with the mass 1.97± 0.04M (this result of [23] was recently
corrected in [24] and now reads as 1.928 ± 0.017M) and PSR J0348+0432
with the mass 2.01±0.04M [25] (M is the solar mass), allow for an adequate
description of the NS cooling, cf. [26,27,28], yield a mass-radius relation com-
parable with the empirical constraints [29,30,31]. Besides, there are some other
constraints suggested in the literature, which perhaps should be also fulfilled,
e.g. the constraint on the gravitational mass and total baryon number of the
pulsar PSR J0737-3039(B) [32,33], see also discussion in [34], and the unitary
gas constraint on the EoS [35]. The constraints on the high density part of the
nuclear EoS were discussed in [36]. Some of the constraints considered in [36]
were recently tightened and new constraints were added. Additionally, the
so-constrained EoS when extended to non-zero temperatures should describe
heavy-ion collisions [37,38].
It turns out to be the most difficult to reconcile the constraint on the maxi-
mum compact star mass, Mmax > 1.97M, cf. [23,25], and the constraints on
the stiffness of the EoS extracted from the analyses of flows in heavy-ion colli-
sions [3,4]. This dichotomy sharpens if the appearance of other baryonic species
besides nucleons is allowed in a model. With inclusion of any new species the
EoS becomes softer and the maximum NS mass reduces. Information about
hyperon-nucleon interactions in vacuum and properties of hypernuclei implies
a possibility for hyperons to appear in a NS. Accordingly, in standard models
of EoS, like RMF non-linear Walecka models, there arises a strong reduction
of the maximum NS mass, see [12,39,40]. Similar problem appears, if ∆(1232)
baryons are incorporated [41,42]. In this context one speaks about the “hy-
peron puzzle” and the “∆ puzzle”.
To make RMF models more flexible and to reconcile nucleon self-energies ob-
tained in the mean-field approximation with the results of more microscopic
Dirac-Bruckner-Hartree-Fock calculations based on the realistic nucleon-nucleon
potentials a family of RMF models with the baryon density dependent meson-
nucleon coupling constants was developed, cf. [43,4,44,45,46,47,48,49]. A de-
tailed analysis of such models is performed in [50,51].
Reference [27] introduces RMF models incorporating in-medium modifications
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of the baryon and meson effective masses and coupling constants considering
them as σ-field dependent. This was motivated by experimental hints on mod-
ification of hadronic properties in hadronic matter like changes of the hadron
masses and widths, cf. [52], and by theoretical arguments that masses of all
hadrons except Goldstone bosons, like pions and kaons, should decrease with
increasing density and/or temperature due to a partial restoration of the chiral
symmetry in dense and/or hot matter, cf. [53,54]. Brown and Rho conjectured
in [55,56] that the nucleon effective mass and the effective masses of vector ω,
ρ and scalar σ mesons should scale approximately universally in dense nucleon
matter. In the framework of the RMF approach for infinite matter the effective
hadron masses (m∗h) and the coupling constants (g
∗
h) enter all relations only
in combinations m∗ 2h /g
∗ 2
h that leads to equivalence theorem between different
RMF schemes [27]. Allowing for differences among scaling functions for the
effective hadron masses and coupling constants one can better fulfill various
experimental constraints on the EoS. One of the constructed models labeled
then in [36] as the KVOR model fulfilled appropriately most of the constraints
known to that time. However the maximum NS mass in the KVOR model only
slightly exceeds the recently measured mass of the pulsars PSR J1614-2230
and PSR J0348+0432. Hyperons and ∆-isobars were not incorporated.
In [57,58] we proposed two modifications of the KVOR model. We use the
stiffening method, described in [59], applicable to an arbitrary EoS in RMF
models. It was observed that the EoS stiffens, if at baryon densities exceeding
a certain value above n0 growth of the scalar-field magnitude with the den-
sity is bounded from above at some value. In the KVORcut modifications of
the KVOR model, it was realized by making a sharp change of the nucleon
coupling constant to the vector meson as a function of the scalar field slightly
above the desired value. In another version of the model, labeled as MKVOR
model, quenching of the scalar field is implemented in the isospin-asymmetric
matter with the help of a strong variation of the effective nucleon coupling
constant to the isovector meson as a function of the scalar field. Therefore,
the equation of state becomes stiffer in asymmetric NS matter, while staying
soft in isospin-symmetric matter (ISM). Also it assumes a smaller value of the
nucleon effective mass at the nuclear saturation density. Both these models
incorporated hyperons. Most of the constraints on EoS, including maximum
NS mass constraint, were appropriately fulfilled.
In the recent work [60] we additionally included ∆ resonances in the KVOR-
cut03 and MKVOR-based models with σ-scaled hadron masses. It proved to
be that in the MKVOR∆ model the effective nucleon mass in ISM drops to
zero at n ∼ (4 − 6)n0, if one exploits a relevant value for the ∆ potential
U∆(n0) ∼ −(50 − 100) MeV. Then within this model the hadronic EoS can-
not be used at a higher density and should be replaced by the quark one. In
order to continue dealing with the hadronic description we slightly modified
the MKVOR model, labeled as MKVOR*, that exploits the cut-mechanism
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both in ρ and ω sectors. Then the effective nucleon mass does not reach zero.
We demonstrated that within the KVORcut03- and MKVOR*-based models
one is still able to construct an appropriate EoS with inclusion of hyperons
and ∆s, satisfying presently known experimental constraints including the NS
maximum mass constraint.
Besides the appearance of the hyperon and ∆ admixtures in the baryon Fermi
sea, various phase transitions to the states of Bose condensates, like pion,
kaon and charged ρ meson condensates, may appear in dense NS interiors,
resulting in an additional softening of the EoS and causing extra troubles
with the fulfillment of the maximum NS mass constraint. All these phase
transitions result in similar consequences. In this paper we will focus on the
charged ρ condensation. The latter possibility was suggested in [61] and then
studied in [27]. Within our RMF models, where the ρ meson is included as
a non-Abelian gauge boson, the charged ρ condensation may occur owing to
decrease of the effective ρ meson mass with increase of the baryon density.
Our work is organized as follows. In Section 2 we formulate the energy density
functional for our generalized RMF model with scaled hadron masses and
couplings with inclusion of hyperons, ∆ isobars and charged ρ condensation.
In Section 3 we investigate KVORcut03 and MKVOR*-based models with
inclusion of hyperons, ∆ baryons and ρ− condensate (KVORcut03H∆φρ and
MKVOR*H∆φρ, respectively). In Section 4 we investigate effects of variations
of scaling functions in MKVOR*-based models. The results are summarized
in the Conclusion. Technical details are collected in Appendices A–C.
2 Energy density functional
2.1 General formulations
The Lagrangian of the model we employ is formulated in [58,60], see Ap-
pendix A for a short review. The model is a generalization of the non-linear
Walecka model with effective coupling constants g∗mb = gmbχmb(σ) and hadron
masses m∗i = miΦi(σ), which are functions of the σ field [27], i = {b,m}, where
m = {σ, ω, ρ, φ} lists the included mesonic fields, b = {N,H,∆} indicates a
baryon (nucleon N = p, n; hyperon H = Λ,Σ,Ξ; and ∆ isobar). Quantities
χmb(σ) and Φi(σ) are dimensionless scaling functions of the σ mean field. In
the RMF approximation the contribution of ∆s to the energy density has the
same form as for spin-1/2 fermions but with the spin degeneracy factor 4.
With the standard solutions for the ω and ρ meson mean fields, being ex-
pressed through baryon densities, the energy density of our model takes the
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following form
E[{nb}, {nl}, f ] =
∑
b
Ekin(pF,b,mb Φb(f), sb) +
∑
l=e,µ
Ekin(pF,l,ml, sl)
+
m4Nf
2
2C2σ
ησ(f) +
1
2m2N
[
C2ωn
2
V
ηω(f)
+
C2ρn
2
I
ηρ(f)
+
C2φn
2
S
ηφ(f)
]
, (1)
nV =
∑
b
xωbnb , nI =
∑
b
xρbt3bnb , nS =
∑
H
xφHnH ,
where we introduced the dimensionless scalar field f = gσNχσN(σ)σ/mN , the
coupling constant ratios xMb = gMb/gMN , M = {σ, ω, ρ}, xφH = gφH/gωN ,
gφN = gφ∆ = 0, and t3b is the isospin projection of baryon b; the Fermi
momentum is related to the fermion density pF,j = (6pi
2nj/(2sj + 1))
1/3 with
sj standing for spin of fermion j = (b, l), l = (e, µ);
CM =
gMNmN
mM
, Cφ =
gωN mN
mφ
. (2)
The scaling functions are
ηω(f) =
Φ2ω(f)
χ2ωN(f)
, ηρ(f) =
Φ2ρ(f)
χ2ρN(f)
, ηφ(f) =
Φ2φ(f)
χ2φH(f)
,
ησ(f) =
Φ2σ[σ(f)]
χ2σN [σ(f)]
+
2C2σ
m4Nf
2
U [σ(f)] .
As in [57,58,60], we use universal mass scaling for nucleons and mesons, ΦN =
Φm = 1 − f , and universal scaling for coupling constants χωb(f) = χωN(f)
and χρb(f) = χρN(f), the coupling constant for φ meson remains unscaled,
χφH(f) = 1, that results in the φ scaling function ηφ = (1 − f)2. The scaling
ησ(f) includes also the scalar meson self-interaction potential U(σ) entering
the Lagrangian of the model (A.2). The coupling constant of the scalar field to
hyperons and ∆s may differ from that of the scalar field to nucleons. Taking
this into account the scaling function of the baryon mass can be written as
Φb(f) = 1− gσbχσbσ = 1− xσbmN
mb
f,
where we assume the universality χσb = χσN . Expressions for the scaling func-
tions ηm(f) for the KVORcut03 and MKVOR* models adjusted in [57,58,60]
to achieve the best description of various constraints on the nuclear EoS are
collected in Appendix B. The fermion kinetic energy density is
Ekin(pF,m, s) = (2s+ 1)
pF∫
0
p2dp
2pi2
√
p2 +m2. (3)
Under the ISM, which exists on short time scales when weak processes are
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not operative, we understand the hyperon-free matter with nI = 0. Then the
chemical potentials of ∆ baryons and nucleons are related as
µ∆++ = µ∆+ = µ∆0 = µ∆− = µn = µp . (4)
Composition of the NS matter is determined by weak processes bringing the
matter in beta-equilibrium. The particle densities as functions of the total
baryon density, n =
∑
b nb, in beta-equilibrium matter (BEM) follow from the
conditions
µb = µn −Qbµe, (5)
where Qb is the electric charge of the baryon, µj =
∂E
∂nj
are the baryon and
the lepton (e, µ) chemical potentials, the condition µe = µµ, and the charge
neutrality condition ∑
b
Qbnb − ne − nµ = 0 . (6)
These equations are solved together with the equation of motion for the scalar
field ∂E/∂f = 0.
Finally the pressure as a function of the baryon density and corresponding
concentrations can be calculated as
P =
∑
b
µbnb +
∑
l
µlnl − E[{nb}, {nl}, f(n)] . (7)
The hyperon and ∆ couplings with vector mesons are related to the nucleon
ones via the SU(6) symmetry relations:
xωΛ = xωΣ = 2xωΞ =
2
3
, xρΣ = 2xρΞ = 2 , gρΛ = gφN = 0 ,
2gφΛ = 2gφΣ = gφΞ = −2
√
2
3
gωN , xω∆ = 1, xρ∆ = 1, gφ∆ = 0 .
Coupling constants of baryons with the σ meson are found from the baryon
potentials in ISM at the saturation density,
Ub =
C2ω
ηω(f0)
n0
m2N
xωb − (mN −m∗N(n0))xσb, (8)
where f0 is the solution of equation of motion in the ISM at saturation, np =
nn = n0/2, and we set UΛ = −28 MeV, UΣ = 30 MeV, UΞ = −15 MeV. As
argued in [60] the realistic value of the ∆ potential is close to the nucleon one
UN ∼ −(50− 60)MeV and in this paper we will use the value U∆ ' −50 MeV
that was found in [62] from the analysis of the pion photoproduction off nuclei.
The parameters of the models, which we exploit in the present work are given
in Appendix B.
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2.2 Phase transition to charged ρ condensate
In the framework of the hidden local symmetry model [63,64] the self-interacting
ρ meson field is introduced as a non-Abelian field. The self-interaction of the
non-Abelian gauge fields may lead to appearance of charged condensates in
strong fields in QCD [65] (gluon condensate) and in the electro-weak sector
of the Standard Model [66] (W boson condensate). The non-Abelian ρ me-
son field is analogous to the massive gluon field. Reference [61] demonstrated
that in dense nucleon isospin-asymmetric matter at an appropriate decrease
of the effective ρ meson mass there occurs a charged ρ condensation. Then the
phenomenon of the charged ρ− condensation was incorporated in the RMF
models with scaled hadron masses and coupling constants in [27]. Similarly,
the charged ρ− condensation may appear in very strong magnetic fields [67,68].
Considering a possibility of the non-vanishing charged ρ fields we have to
rewrite the ρ meson sector of the Lagrangian, see (A.2) in Appendix A, taking
into account the chemical potential, µch,ρ, for charged mesons,
Lρ =−1
4
~Rµν ~R
µν +
1
2
m2ρΦ
2
ρ~ρµ~ρ
µ −∑
b
gρbχρbΨ¯bγ
µ~tb~ρµΨb , (9)
~Rµν = ∂µ~ρν − ∂ν~ρµ + g′ρχ′ρ[~ρµ × ~ρν ] + µch,ρδν0[~n3 × ~ρµ]− µch,ρδµ0[~n3 × ~ρν ] ,
where (~n3)
a = δa3 is the unit vector in the isospin space; χρb, χ
′
ρ are the
corresponding scaling functions of coupling constants.
The ansatz for the ρ meson fields [61] includes ρ
(3)
0 field and spatial components
of charged ρ meson fields, ρ
(±)
i = (ρ
(1)
i ± iρ(2)i )/
√
2 6= 0 , i = 1, 2, 3 . In the
absence of strong magnetic fields the fields ρ
(3)
i , ρ
(i)
0 lead to an increase of the
energy of the system and should, therefore, be put zero, and the condition
ρ
(+)
i ρ
(−)
j − ρ(−)i ρ(+)j = 0
minimizes the energy. This implies that the ratio ρ
(+)
i /ρ
(−)
i is constant indepen-
dently of the spatial index i. Then we may take ρ
(−)
i = ai ρc and ρ
(+)
i = ai ρ
†
c,
where ~a = {ai} is a spatial unit vector, and ρc is a complex amplitude of the
charged ρ meson field. Note that this state corresponds to the zero average
spin of the ρ meson field. With the above ansatze we have
R(±)µν =
1√
2
(R(1)µν ± iR(2)µν ) = ±i(g
′
ρχ
′
ρρ
(3)
0 − µch,ρ)[ρ(∓)µ δν0 − δµ0 ρ(∓)µ ]
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and R(3)µν = 0 . Therefore,
−1
4
~Rµν ~R
µν = −1
2
R(+)µν R
(−),µν = (g
′
ρχ
′
ρρ
(3)
0 − µch,ρ)2 |ρc|2 .
For the ρ meson included according to the hidden local symmetry princi-
ples [63,64] one has gρN = g
′
ρ ≡ gρ. Despite this, there may be χρN 6= χ′ρ in
dense nuclear matter. Indeed, the scaling factor χρN arises due to the renormal-
ization of the interaction between nucleon and ρ meson in medium, whereas
the factor χ
′
ρ is due to a non-Abelian interaction between ρ
α
i fields and does
not depend directly on the nucleon source. We will continue to use χρN = χρb.
Then the contribution to the thermodynamic potential density (Ω = −P ) in
the ρ sector can be written as a function of ρ
(3)
0 and ρc fields in the following
form [27]:
Ωρ[{nb}; f, ρ(3)0 , ρc] = gρ χρNnI ρ(3)0 −
1
2
(ρ
(3)
0 )
2m2ρ Φ
2
ρ
−
[(
gρχ
′
ρ ρ
(3)
0 − µch,ρ
)2 −m2ρ Φ2ρ] |ρc|2 . (10)
Variation with respect to the fields ρ
(3)
0 and ρ
−
i yields the equations of motion[(
gρ χ
′
ρ ρ
(3)
0 − µch,ρ
)2 −m2ρ Φ2ρ] ρc = 0 , (11)
m2ρ Φ
2
ρ ρ
(3)
0 + 2 gρ χ
′
ρ
(
gρχ
′
ρ ρ
(3)
0 − µch,ρ
)
|ρc|2 = gρ χρN nI .
This system of equations has two solutions. The first one is the traditional
solution, ρc = 0 and ρ
(3)
0 =
gρχρN
m2ρΦ
2
ρ
nI , yielding
Ω(1)ρ [nn, np; f ] =
C2ρn
2
I
2m2N ηρ(f)
. (12)
The second possible solution of (11) is
ρ
(3)
0 =
µch,ρ + ζmρΦρ
gρχ′ρ
, |ρc|2 = ζ nI − nρ
2mρ η
1/2
ρ χ′ρ
,
nρ = a (mρ Φρ + ζµch,ρ) , a =
m2Nη
1/2
ρ Φρ
C2ρχ
′
ρ
> 0 , (13)
which exists only if ζ nI − nρ > 0. The corresponding contribution to the
thermodynamic potential is
Ω(2)ρ [nn, np; f ] = Ω
(1)
ρ [nn, np; f ]−
C2ρ
2m2N ηρ
(
ζnI − nρ
)2
θ(ζnI − nρ). (14)
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In Eqs. (13) and (14) ζ = ±1 represents two possible solutions of the first
equation in (11). These solutions correspond to two different charges of the ρ
condensate as
nch,ρ =
∂Ωρ
∂µch,ρ
= 2
(
gρχ
′
ρ ρ
(3)
0 − µch,ρ
)
|ρc|2 = 2ζmρΦρ|ρc|2 . (15)
If the NS composition is such that nI < 0 (as usually is the case for the
neutron-rich matter) then from the condition |ρc|2 > 0 follows that we must
take ζ = −1. Then we deal with the ρ− condensate. The beta-equilibrium is
sustained by the reaction n+e− ↔ n+ρ−, which yields the equality µch,ρ = µe.
If nI were > 0, we would take ζ = +1 and deal with the ρ
+ condensate, then
the reaction p ↔ n + ρ+ would establish the relation µch,ρ = −µe. However
such a possibility is not realized for the models, which we consider. Thereby
below we deal with the ρ− condensate.
The contribution to the energy density (1) from the charged ρ− meson con-
densate is then given by
∆Ech,ρ[{nb}; f ] = −
C2ρ
2m2N ηρ
(
nI + nρ
)2
θ(−nI − nρ)− µch,ρnch,ρ , (16)
θ(−nI − nρ) = 1 for nI + nρ < 0 and zero otherwise.
Note that following Eqs. (14), (16) the charged ρ− condensate appears in a
second-order phase transition at a monotonous increase of the baryon and
isospin densities, cf. [27]. However a transition to a new solution could be of a
first order with an abrupt change of the isospin composition, cf. [61]. To check
the latter possibility one needs to compute the total thermodynamic potential
of the system.
We see that the appearance of the charged ρ− condensate is favored by an
increase of the magnitude of the isospin density, |nI |, by a decrease of the
effective ρ meson mass in the medium, mρΦρ, and by an increase of the electron
chemical potential.
In the presence of the charged ρ− condensate the electric neutrality condition
reads ∑
b
Qbnb − ne − nµ + nch,ρ = 0. (17)
Finally the pressure is given by
P =
∑
b
µbnb +
∑
l
µlnl + µch,ρnch,ρ
− E[{nb}, {nl}, f(n)]−∆Ech,ρ[{nb}; f(n)] , (18)
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where the particle concentrations and the magnitude of the scalar field f(n)
follow from the solution of equation ∂E/∂f = 0, the electro-neutrality equa-
tion (17) and the beta-equilibrium conditions (5), where in the latter the
chemical potential of the baryon b is taken in the presence of the charged ρ−
condensate,
µb =
√
p2F,b +m
2
bΦ
2
b(f(n)) +
1
m2N
[
xωbC
2
ωnB
ηω(f(n))
− xρbt3bC
2
ρnρ
ηρ(f(n))
+
xφbC
2
φnS
ηφ(f(n))
]
. (19)
In the absence of the charged ρ− condensate we have to replace nρ → −nI in
this expression.
3 Charged ρ− condensate in KVORcut03- and MKVOR*-based
models
Further on, various suffixes in the model labels denote the included baryons
(H for hyperons and ∆ for ∆s) and the particular choice of scaling functions
in the strangeness sector (φ), cf. [60]. The suffix (ρ) indicates the models in
which the ρ− condensation is included. Throughout the rest of the paper we
for simplicity assume χ′ρ = 1, as we see no any solid reason for its scaling,
cf. [27].
3.1 KVORcut03-based models
For the model [27], labeled in [36] as KVOR model, the cut mechanism of [59]
was applied in [58,60]. The KVORcut03 version of the model was proved to
fulfill both the flow and the maximum NS mass constraints as well as most of
other existing constraints. Inclusion of the hyperons and ∆s in the model did
not spoil fulfilment of those constraints. Therefore here we continue to test the
KVORcut03-based models including now the possibility of ρ− condensation.
Expressions for the scaling functions and values of parameters are given in
Appendix B. Scaling functions ησ(f), ηω(f), ηρ(f) for the KVORcut03 model
are demonstrated in Fig. 1 by dashed lines. The bars indicate maximum values
of f reachable in NSs.
On the left panel of Fig. 2 for the KVORcut03ρ (no hyperons, no ∆s are
included) and KVORcut03H∆φρ models we plot the absolute value of the
isospin density |nI | = −nI in BEM, defined in Eq. (1), and the parameter nρ
determining the amplitude of the ρ− condensate, see Eq. (13), as functions
of the total baryon density n. For the KVORcut03ρ model (solid lines) |nI |
exceeds nρ for densities n > nc,ρ ' 4.6n0. The presence of hyperons and ∆
10
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Fig. 1. Scaling functions ησ, ηω, ηρ in BEM as functions of the scalar field f for
KVORcut03 and MKVOR* models. Vertical and horizontal bars indicate the max-
imum values of f (flim) reachable in the NS with the maximum mass for the corre-
sponding model.
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Fig. 2. Left panel: the ratio of the isospin density (1) to the total baryon density,
nI/n, and the ratio nρ/n with nρ from (13) as functions of the total baryon density
in BEM for KVORcut03ρ and KVORcut03H∆φρ models. Middle panel: particle
concentrations and f(n) in BEM for KVORcut03 and KVORcut03ρ models. Right
panel: pressure in BEM as a function of the total baryon density for the KVORcut03
and KVORcut03ρ models.
baryons reduces |nI |. Dashed lines on the left panel of Fig. 2 do not cross
(|nI | < nρ) for densities n < 8n0, so the ρ− condensation in a NS does not
happen within the KVORcut03H∆φ model. Thus we have found that the
ρ− condensate does not occur in the KVORcut03-based model at densities
relevant for NSs, if hyperons and/or ∆s are included.
The ρ− concentration for the KVORcut03ρ model (equal to −nch,ρ/n, where
nch,ρ is given by Eq. (15) for ζ = −1) as a function of the baryon density in
BEM is shown on the middle panel of Fig. 2 together with concentrations of
other species and f(n). We see that presence of the ρ− condensation results
in a decrease of the proton concentration and correspondingly in a decrease
of lepton concentrations and in an increase of the neutron concentration.
Pressure curves for the KVORcut03 and KVORcut03ρ models as functions of
the density in BEM are shown on the right panel of Fig. 2. We see that the ρ−
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condensation appears by a second-order phase transition and the influence of
the ρ− condensation on the EoS is minor. As a result, the maximum NS mass
decreases only slightly, from 2.17M to 2.16M.
3.2 MKVOR*-based models
In MKVOR-based models a sharply varying scaling function ηρ is exploited
in the ρ sector to suppress the growth of the scalar field with an increase of
the density in BEM without changing the results for ISM. To eliminate the
decrease of the ∆ effective mass to zero the MKVOR* extension of the model
was introduced in [60]. The scaling functions ηM(f) for the MKVOR*-based
models in BEM are demonstrated in Fig. 1 by solid lines. Bars show maximum
values of f reachable in a NS. In contrast with the KVORcut03-based models,
the charged ρ− meson condensate appears in the MKVOR*-based models
for any set of baryon species included in calculations. To be specific below
we focus on the incorporation of a possibility of the ρ− condensation in the
MKVOR*H∆φ model [60]. The latter includes all relevant degrees of freedom
investigated in our previous works. The resulting extension will be denoted as
MKVOR*H∆φρ model.
A remark is in order. As was mentioned already in [27], in RMF models with
the scaling functions dependent on the scalar field the equation determining
the magnitude of the scalar field may have several branches of solutions for
f(n). When the energy for solution on the new branch becomes lower than on
the old one the system undergoes a phase transition, provided it is considered
at fixed baryon density. At a first-order phase transition the first derivative
dE(n)/dn or the energy itself change abruptly at n = n(I)c . In our case the
transition to the new branch happens with the continuous energy, but discon-
tinuous pressure, see Fig. 4 below. Thus one deals with the first-order phase
transition provided the system is at fixed density. The pressure as a function
of the density acquires the van der Waals-like form and at a fixed pressure the
first-order phase transition may occur at a smaller value of n, see discussion
below. There should be a physical reason for such a phase transition other-
wise the additional solutions should be considered as spurious and ought to
be eliminated. As has been demonstrated in [60], the parametrization (B.4)
labeled as tail 1 (shown on the right panel of Fig. 1) leads to appearance of the
new branch f(n) with an energetically favorable solution in BEM at a larger
value of the σ field than that related to old branch. Since we see no physical
reason for such a phase transition to occur, we modified ηρ(f) to eliminate
the new solution. We have suggested in [60] several modifications of the tail
of the ηρ function for f > f
∗
ρ > flim, where flim is the maximal (limiting)
value reachable in NSs, see parameterizations (B.3), (B.5) with labels “tail 2,
3 and 4” shown in Fig. 1. We note here that (in difference with our previous
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Fig. 3. Left panel: proton, neutron and lepton concentrations in BEM together with
the scalar field f as functions of the baryon density for the MKVOR*H∆φ model
(solid lines), and for the MKVOR*H∆φρ model (broken lines) with various tails
of the ηρ scaling function. Thin vertical lines denote the densities n
(I)
c,ρ at which
the new branch of solutions becomes energetically favorable. Grey bands show the
interval of densities within the Maxwell construction. The variations of values of the
initial and final densities for the Maxwell constructions for various tails are almost
indistinguishable by eye here (see Fig. 4 below for details). Right panel: the same as
on the left panel but for ∆, hyperon and ρ− condensate concentrations. The critical
density of the second-order phase transition is indicated by an arrow on the x-axis.
statement in [60]) in the models MKVOR and MKVOR* without hyperons
in the BEM with the tails 2,3 and 4 the second solution is not eliminated,
whereas it is eliminated for tails 2, 3 and 4 in our final MKVOR(*)Hφ and
MKVOR(*)H∆φ extensions of the model (in [60] without inclusion of the ρ−
condensate). Concluding the remark, the new solutions do not appear in all
our models with hyperons and/or ∆s without the ρ− condensate for tails 2, 3
and 4, including the MKVOR*H∆φ model of our interest here.
The situation changes, if the ρ− condensate is taken into account. Additional
branches of solution f(n) in the BEM appear now for all four tails of ηρ(f).
In all cases the new solutions have now clear physical meaning, describing
possibility of the phase transition of the system to the ρ− condensate state.
Therefore we can consider the ρ− condensation as a trigger for a jump to the
new solution, provided the transition to this branch is energetically favorable.
In Fig. 3 (left and right) by various broken lines we show particle fractions and
the scalar field f as functions of the density for the MKVOR*H∆φρ model
with tails 1 through 4 for ηρ(f). At the density n
(II)
c,ρ = 2.74n0 (indicated by
an arrow on the right panel of Fig. 3) the appearance of the condensate by a
second-order phase transition (on “old” branch of solutions) lowers the energy
density independently on the choice of the tail. For n < 2.76n0 the results
for all tails in MKVOR*H∆φρ model coincide among each other. However,
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with the density increase another branch (“new” branch) of solutions becomes
energetically favorable at densities n(I)c,ρ ' (2.76, 2.81, 2.82, 2.83)n0 for tails 1,
2, 3 and 4, respectively 1 . The concentration of ρ− on the “old” branch don’t
exceed 0.02 before the transition to another branch, and can barely be seen on
the Fig. 3. The new branch is featured by a larger fraction of ρ− condensate.
The densities n(I)c,ρ are shown in Fig. 3 by thin vertical lines, with the line styles
corresponding to the models as in the legend. We show only the energetically
favorable parts of the solution branches. By the solid lines on both panels of
Fig. 3 we show the solution for f(n) and particle fractions for MKVOR*H∆φ
model without ρ− condensation for comparison. Curves for all tails coincide
with solid ones for n < n(II)c,ρ .
The new particle species appear before the condensate appears, cf. Table 1.
The neutron density decrease rate changes at n ' 2.6n0, which is a con-
sequence of the almost simultaneous appearance of ∆− and Λ-baryons. At
n = n(I)c,ρ the equilibrium state of the system for fixed total baryon density
switches to the new branch, resulting in an abrupt increase of the amplitude
of the ρ− condensate from tiny values corresponding to the old branch to the fi-
nite ones on the new branch. The increase of the condensate amplitude leads to
abrupt changes in concentrations of neutrons, protons, electrons and ∆− and
to the disappearance of Λ hyperons. The electron and muon fractions (curves
indicated by arrows on the left panel of Fig. 3) visually coincide among all tails
for n > n(I)c,ρ, and they disappear completely at n ' 3n0 and 4n0, respectively.
The leptons are partially replaced by ∆−s, which concentration increases by a
factor larger than 2 (see on right panel). The proton fraction increases also by
50%. The proton, ∆− and ρ− concentrations demonstrate strong dependence
on the choice of the tail. Despite the notable variation of the concentrations
of charged species, the neutron, Λ and ∆0 fractions prove to be almost in-
dependent on the choice of the tail. Gray bands in Fig. 3 mark the intervals
of densities bridged over by Maxwell constructions (see further discussion of
Fig. 4). Such densities are not realized in equilibrium configurations of NSs.
From Figs. 1 and 3 we conclude that the lower tail of ηρ(f) for f > f
∗
ρ is chosen
(tail 4 is the lowest one) the higher is the amplitude of the ρ− condensate and
the proton concentration, but the smaller is the ∆− concentration. In contrast
to the MKVOR*H∆φ model, in MKVOR*H∆φρ model ∆0 and ∆+ baryons
do appear in the medium. The corresponding critical densities can be found in
Table 1. They depend on the choice of a tail and are varied within the interval
(4.07 − 4.20)n0 for ∆0, and (6.5 − 7.23)n0 for ∆+. The Ξ− hyperons do not
appear in the model with ρ− condensate.
The transition between solutions we described above is an example of a first-
1 Note that in the MKVORH∆φ model (without inclusion of the ρ− condensate)
for tail 1 the second (“spurious”) solution appears at a higher density n = 3.34n0.
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Fig. 4. Left panel: pressure of BEM as a function of the density with Maxwell
construction shown by thin horizontal lines. Solid lines are for the MKVOR*H∆φ
model and four types of other lines show the results for the MKVOR*H∆φρ model
with four tails of ηρ(f). The horizontal bar on the left panel indicates the critical
density, n
(II)
c,ρ , of the appearance of the ρ− condensate by a second-order phase
transition, and vertical lines mark the densities n
(I)
c,ρ. Right panel: NS mass as a
function of the central density. The hatched region shows the maximum measured
mass of the pulsar PSR J0348+0432, M = 2.01± 0.04M [25].
order phase transition, if the system is considered at a fixed density. However,
in stellar interiors a proper thermodynamical variable is the local pressure,
whose continuity along the radial profile is required by the mechanical stability
condition (one of the Gibbs conditions). On the left panel in Fig. 4 we show
the pressure in the BEM as a function of the density for MKVOR*H∆φ and
MKVOR*H∆φρ models. For the MKVOR*H∆φ model P (n) demonstrates a
monotonous behavior (solid line). The ρ− condensation occurs by the first-
order phase transition. The transition to the new branch f(n) for n > n(I)c,ρ in
the MKVOR*H∆φρ model leads to the discontinuity in the P (n) curve (see
broken lines). Similar behavior has been studied in detail in [60], cf. Fig. 12
there. Thin horizontal lines indicate equilibrium configurations corresponding
to the Maxwell constructions. The Maxwell-construction lines start at the
densities n
(MC)
1 ' 2.37n0 for tails 1,2, and 3 and at n(MC)1 ' 2.38n0 for tail
4 and end at n
(MC)
2 = (3.32, 3.37, 3.38, 3.40)n0 for tails 1–4, respectively.
We see that the pressure depends significantly on the choice of the tail only
for densities n(I)c,ρ < n < n
(MC)
2 and is almost tail-independent for n > n
(MC)
2
despite the matter composition changes strongly with a variation of the ηρ
tail. Along the Maxwell-construction line the matter is in mixed phase with
an averaged density, which varies between n
(MC)
1 and n
(MC)
2 according to the
equation n¯ = n
(MC)
1 (1−fρc)+n(MC)2 fρc, where fρc is the relative fraction of the
volume occupied by the ρ− condensate phase. Thus already when the density in
the center of a NS reaches the value n
(MC)
1 , after a while there appears a droplet
of the ρ− condensate phase with n = n(MC)2 . In dynamics, the appearance of
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the new phase looks more peculiarly. Here we avoid this discussion being more
relevant for heavy-ion collisions [69,70,71] and for an initial stage of the NS
cooling [72,73,74], and consider only equilibrium configurations.
Moreover, for the systems with one (baryon) charge conservation the equi-
librium state for a given pressure P should be maximal as a function of the
chemical potential µ. This is equivalent to using of the Maxwell construction
(P = const for n
(MC)
1 < n < n
(MC)
2 ) describing equilibrium state, as shown in
left panel of Fig. 4. In a NS besides the baryon number, the electric and lepton
charges are conserved. The electric charge may be conserved globally rather
than locally. This leads to a possibility of occurrence of the pasta phase with
the pressure changing continuously with the averaged density n¯, cf. [75]. Fol-
lowing results of various studies, cf. [12], pasta phase does not substantially
influence the EoS although the particle concentrations change significantly.
Besides, the mixed phase appears only, if the surface tension between two
phases is below a critical value [76,77,78]. Finite-size Coulomb and surface ef-
fects result in that for realistic values of the surface tension the pressure in the
range of the pasta phase is close to that for the Maxwell construction [78,79].
Thus, if mixed phase occurs, it should not change essentially the maximum NS
mass, which is the most important quantity we address in this work. Thereby,
below we continue to consider a simpler case of the Maxwell construction.
Note that a strong first-order phase transition of a NS to the ρ− conden-
sate state can be manifested in such a phenomenon as blowing-off of a part
of a star accompanied by a neutrino burst. For the strong first-order phase
transition in a NS to a state with a pion condensate these phenomena were
discussed in [72,73,74]. Similar phenomena may occur in case of the charged ρ
condensation. So, if a strong first-order phase transition to the ρ− condensate
state occurred during formation or cooling of the newly born NS in supernova
explosion it may be manifested through the second neutrino burst delayed
typically by t ∼ 10 s (may be up to t ∼ several hours) compared to the first
one. For a rather low mass cold NS in a binary system, the transition may
occur through accumulation of the matter in the accretion process.
On the right panel of Fig. 4 we show the NS mass for the MKVOR*H∆φ and
MKVOR*H∆φρ models as a function of the central density. The resulting NS
mass proves to be almost independent on the ηρ tail, with the maximum value
Mmax ' 2.03M for MKVOR*H∆φρ model. Thus although the ρ− condensa-
tion leads to a reduction of the maximum NS mass by ∼ 0.2M, the resulting
MKVOR*H∆φρmodel is still compatible with empirical constraints [23,24,25].
The radius of the maximum-mass NS reduces after the inclusion of the ρ− con-
densate by 1.3–1.4 km, see Table 1. The star of a typical mass 1.5M also
becomes more compact in presence of the ρ− condensation, the radius de-
creases from ≈ 12.1 km to ≈ 11.1 km. All the global star properties depend
very weakly on the choice of the tail of the ηρ scaling function.
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Table 1
Critical densities and NS masses for appearance of various fractions and those for
DU processes on neutrons, maximum central densities and NS masses, and corre-
sponding radii, and radii for the NS with the mass 1.5M for MKVOR*H∆φ and
MKVOR*H∆φρ models. For the MKVOR*H∆φ model results do not depend on
the choice of the tail in ηρ. Long dashes denote that the species do not appear in the
NS within these models. Asterisks mark densities within the Maxwell construction
area, therefore, corresponding to the same NS mass of 1.14M.
MKVOR*H∆φ MKVOR*H∆φρ
tail 1 tail 2 tail 3 tail 4
nIcρ [n0] — 2.76* 2.81* 2.82* 2.83*
nIIcρ [n0] — 2.74*
nMC1 [n0] — 2.37 2.37 2.37 2.38
nMC2 [n0] — 3.32 3.37 3.38 3.40
nc,∆− [n0] 2.51 2.51*
M(nc,∆−) [M] 1.30 1.14
nc,Λ [n0] 2.66 2.66*
M(nc,Λ) [M] 1.44 1.14
nc,∆0 [n0] — 4.20 4.13 4.12 4.07
M(nc,∆0) [M] — 1.51 1.48 1.47 1.44
nc,∆+ [n0] — 7.23 6.88 6.79 6.50
M(nc,∆+) [M] — 2.02 2.02 2.01 2.00
nc,Ξ− [n0] 3.24 ——
nnc,DU [n0] 3.60 — 5.64 5.32 4.51
MnDU [M] 1.94 — 1.91 1.87 1.65
nmaxcen [n0] 6.03 7.64 7.50 7.64 7.86
Mmax [M] 2.21 2.03 2.03 2.03 2.03
R[Mmax] [km] 11.11 9.78 9.82 9.78 9.72
R(1.5M) [km] 12.14 11.10 11.12 11.12 11.13
The critical density of the direct Urca (DU) reactions on nucleons, nnc,DU,
increases with inclusion of the ρ− condensate due to disappearance of the
leptons, and the corresponding NS mass is sufficiently high for all the tails,
thereby the model satisfies the constraint MnDU > 1.5M, see Table 1. The
critical density for appearance of ∆− is rather low, 2.51n0 (being within the
Maxwell construction) corresponding to the NS mass 1.14M. However the
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DU reactions on ∆s may occur only when the DU processes on nucleons are
allowed [80], and therefore they do not spoil the DU constraint [27,36,58]. The
critical density of the appearance of Λs is also within the Maxwell construction,
nc,Λ = 2.66n0 < n
(MC)
2 , and hence any star with the mass M > M(n
MC
1 ) =
M(n
(MC)
2 ) = 1.14M would contain a fraction of dense matter (n ≥ n(MC)2 )
with Λ hyperons. The DU reactions on Λs are allowed even for a tiny amount
of Λs in the matter [80], so they can be operative in NSs with masses as low as
1.14M. Although the emissivity of the neutrino DU processes Λ→ p+e+ ν¯e,
p+e→ Λ+νe is suppressed by a factor sin2 θC ' 0.05 compared to that for the
DU processes on nucleons, the presence of DU reactions on Λs may cause some
troubles with the description of NS cooling within the MKVOR*H∆φρ model.
The problem could be avoided, if the Λ Cooper pairing gaps were sufficiently
large, cf. [81]. We will return to this question in a subsequent publication.
Also, in the presence of the ρ− condensate new neutrino-emission processes
become possible, e.g., n+ ρ−c → n+ e+ ν¯e, the emissivity of this process was
estimated in [27] to be of the order either smaller than that for the processes on
the charged pion condensate [82]. Since processes on pion condensates do not
spoil a general appropriate description of the NS cooling, cf. [26,28], presence
of the processes on ρ− condensate should not cause the problems as well.
4 Variations of m∗ρ(f) and ηρ(f) in the MKVOR*-based models
In this section we investigate sensitivity of the ρ− condensation effect to the
variations of the scaling functions for the effective ρ meson mass, Φρ(f), and
the scaling function ηρ(f).
4.1 Variation of m∗ρ(f)
A substantial decrease of ρ meson effective mass in NS matter is the necessary
condition for the appearance of ρ− condensate in NS interiors. In our approach
it is modeled by the ρ meson effective mass scaling function Φρ(f) = m
∗
ρ/mρ
dependent on the scalar field f . In the models we have considered above, f(n)
grows and Φρ(f) decreases with increasing density. As we have demonstrated
in the previous section, with the choice of the universal scaling functions for
vector mesons and nucleons Φm(f) = ΦN(f) = 1 − f used in our previous
studies [57,58,60] in MKVOR*-based models there is a strong first-order phase
transition to the ρ− condensate state. It results in a substantial decrease of the
maximum NS mass. Now let us consider another possibility, when the scaling
Φρ(f) is modified such as Φρ(f → 1) → Φρ,min > 0. To be specific we will
utilize tail 2 of the ηρ scaling function. We consider three cases corresponding
to Φρ,min = 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7, as shown on the left panel in Fig. 5. Analytical
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Fig. 5. Left panel: Φρ(f) for the model MKVOR*H∆φρ in BEM with the effective ρ
meson mass scaling Φρ(f) modified following Eq. (C.1), with Φρ,min = 0.3, 0.5, 0.7,
ηρ(f) is taken for the tail 2. The dotted line labeled as Φρ,min = 0 corresponds
to Φρ(f) = 1 − f . Middle panel: scalar field f(n) together with concentrations of
neutrons, protons and leptons as functions of the density in BEM for the model
MKVOR*H∆φρ for the same Φρ(f) as in left panel. Right panel: concentrations of
ρ−, Λ, Ξ− hyperons and ∆s for the MKVOR*H∆φρ model. Vertical lines on the
middle and right panels denote the densities n
(I)
c,ρ.
expression for the ρ-meson effective-mass scaling function is given by Eq. (C.1)
of Appendix C. The curve marked as Φρ,min = 0 corresponds to the scaling
Φρ(f) = 1− f we have used in previous sections.
On the middle and right panels of Fig. 5 we demonstrate f(n) and parti-
cle concentrations as functions of the total baryon density. Limiting of the
dependence Φρ(f) from below by a value Φρ,min leads to an increase of the
critical density of the ρ− condensation first-order phase transition, shown
by thin vertical lines for each model. For Φρ(f) with Φρ,min = 0.3 we find
n(I)c,ρ = 2.95n0 and with Φρ,min = 0.5 we have n
(I)
c,ρ = 4.22n0, whereas with
the original scaling Φρ(f) = 1 − f the value n(I)c,ρ is 2.81n0. For Φρ,min = 0.7
the ρ− condensation does not occur in a NS since the new branch of f(n)
does not become energetically favorable up to n = 8n0 and on the old branch
the ρ− condensate does not appear at all. From the Fig. 5 (right panel) we
see that although the critical density n(I)c,ρ increases with an increase of Φρ,min,
the fraction of ρ− increases. For all Φρ,min the density of ∆− appearance is
n(∆
−)
c = 2.51n0 < n
(I)
c,ρ, which results in a rapid change in neutron and proton
fractions seen in the middle panel of Fig. 5. The maximum ∆− concentration
becomes the smaller, the larger the ρ− density is. The same interplay between
∆− and ρ− fractions was noticed already in Fig. 3 for different tails in the
original MKVOR*H∆φρ model. The increase of the ρ− condensate amplitude
is accompanied by an increase of the proton fraction and a strong reduction
of the Λ concentration (which approaches 1%—2% for n ' 8n0). We see also
that for Φρ,min = 0, 0.3, 0.5 (i.e. in models, where ρ
− condensation does occur)
the Ξ−-hyperons disappear completely immediately after the density n(I)c,ρ is
reached.
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Fig. 6. Left panel: pressure as a function of the density for the MKVOR*H∆φρ
model with Φρ(f) given by Eq. (C.1) with Φρ,min = 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7. The lines
denoted as Φρ,min = 0 are calculated with Φρ(f) = 1−f . Maxwell constructions are
shown by thin lines. Middle panel: NS mass as a function of central density for the
same models. Vertical dashes correspond to the lowest and the highest densities of
the mixed phase, described by the Maxwell constructions. Neutron star configura-
tions with the intermediate central densities cannot be realized. Blobs at the end
of the lines indicate the maximum NS masses. Right panel: mass-radius relation for
the same models in comparison with emprical constraints: (a) [83], (b) [84], (c) [85],
(d) [29], (e) [86], (f) [1,87,88]. The horizontal band shows the uncertainty range for
the mass of pulsar J0348+0432 [25].
On the left panel of Fig. 6 we show the pressure in the BEM for models
with various Φρ(f) scaling functions we consider in this section. We see that
the softening of the EoS induced by formation of the ρ− condensate is the
strongest for the universal scaling, Φρ(f) = 1 − f , and decreases with an
increase of the value Φρ,min, whereas n
(I)
c,ρ increases. With Φρ,min = 0.7 the
pressure P (n) increases monotonously with the density. Simultaneously, the
density jump on the Maxwell construction, n
(MC)
2 − n(MC)1 , decreases with an
increase of Φρ,min.
In the middle and right panels of Fig. 6 we show the NS mass versus the
central density and the NS radius, respectively. The dotted segments between
vertical dashes correspond to the central densities ncen ∈ [n(MC)1 , n(MC)2 ] within
the Maxwell construction region. There are no stable star configurations with
such central densities. The maximum NS masses for Φρ,min = 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 are
2.06, 2.16, and 2.21M, respectively, proven to be above the value 2.03M
obtained with the original ρ mass scaling Φρ(f) = 1 − f . With an increase
of Φρ,min the value n
(I)
c,ρ increases and its influence on the EoS becomes less
pronounced. For Φρ,min = 0.7 the ρ
− condensate does not appear in a NS in
the framework of the model under consideration. The radius of the NS with
maximum mass increases with increase of Φρ,min. Thus, we have shown that
the dependence of the ρ meson effective mass on the scalar field plays a crucial
role.
Modification of the dependence of the ρ meson effective mass on the scalar
field in the absence of the ρ− condensation does not change the EoS at any
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Fig. 7. Scaling functions χρN (f) for MKVOR*H∆φ model in the ISM (left panel)
and in the BEM (middle panel) and for MKVOR*H∆φρ model in BEM (right
panel) for Φρ(f) given by Eq. (C.1) with Φρ,min = 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7. Lines labeled
Φρ,min = 0 correspond to the scaling Φρ = 1 − f . Vertical lines on the right panel
denote the densities n
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c,ρ.
composition of BEM, because the meson effective mass enters the energy den-
sity (1) only in a combination ηρ(f). However, the ρ
− condensate quantities
depend not only on ηρ(f) but also on m
∗
ρ(f). For the given ηρ(f) the scaling
function χρN(f) changes, if we alter the effective mass scaling function Φρ(f).
Using the function f(n) for the given matter composition, we obtain the χρN
as a function of the density.
In Fig. 7 we show the resulting scaling functions χρN(f(n)) as functions of the
density for the MKVOR*∆ model in ISM (left panel), for the MKVOR*H∆φ
model in BEM (middle panel) and for the MKVOR*H∆φρ model in BEM
(right panel), for parameters Φρ,min = 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7 and for the original
scaling Φρ = 1− f . The sharp change of χρN(f(n)) for the MKVOR*∆ model
in ISM at n ' 4.7n0 is a consequence of the appearance of ∆s in ISM, cf. [60].
We see that for ISM in MKVOR*∆ model saturation of the ρ meson effective
mass decrease results in an increase of χρN(f(n)). In MKVOR*H∆φ model
it also leads to the increase of χρN(f(n)) in a density interval. The lines for
Φρ,min = 0 and Φρ,min = 0.3 coincide, since without ρ
− condensation the value
f(n) does not exceed 0.7 in this model. With the ρ− condensation included
in the MKVOR*H∆φρ model (right panel), the line for Φρ,min = 0.7 does not
change (the condensate is absent), and χρN(f(n)) curves for Φρ,min = 0, 0.3, 0.5
acquire jumps to another branch. On the new branch at n = 8n0 they reach
values χρN(f(n = 8n0)) = 0.15, 0.55, 0.91 for Φρ,min = 0, 0.3, 0.5, respectively.
4.2 Variation of ηρ(f)
In Section 3.2 we have shown that for the MKVOR*H∆φρ model the max-
imum NS mass is practically insensitive to the choice of the tail of ηρ(f)
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Fig. 8. Left panel: 17 variations of the scaling functions ηρ(f), given by Eqs. (C.2)
and (C.3) labeled from 1 to 17. Right panel: maximum NS mass versus a number
of the model (from 1 to 17) of ηρ(f) for MKVOR*[Hφ, H∆φ, Hφρ, H∆φρ] models.
function. Here we investigate how a stronger variation of ηρ(f) for f larger
than some value f˜ρ affects the EoS with ∆s and ρ
− condensate. To preserve
the same EoS as we have used at densities n <∼ 2n0 (for f < f˜ρ) we choose the
value f˜ρ = 0.45.
The family of various ηρ(f) functions, numerated from 1 to 17, which we would
like to explore in this section is presented on the left panel in Fig. 8. On the
right panel we show the maximum NS masses for various models plotted versus
the label of the model from 1 to 17.
First consider models exploiting universal scaling of hadron masses. We see
that for the MKVOR*Hφ (curve with circles on right panel) and MKVOR*H∆φ
(curve with squares) models with the ρ− condensation switched off the maxi-
mum NS mass monotonously decreases when we change the ηρ(f) from model
1 to 17. The largest values of Mmax are realized for model 1. In this case the
stiffening mechanism proposed in [59], which damps a growth of the scalar
field with increasing density, is the most efficient. This circumstance justifies
our choice of the ηρ(f) for the MKVOR*-based models, as it maximizes the
NS mass for models without inclusion of the ρ− condensate.
If a possibility of the ρ− condensate is included but ∆s are not incorporated,
see the curve for the MKVOR*Hφρ model (triangles), the trend is opposite:
the maximum NS mass increases with an increase of the model number (from
1 to 17). This occurs because with the increase of ηρ(f) the amplitude of ρ
−
condensate decreases, thereby reducing the softening of the EoS.
A peculiar situation occurs, if the ρ− condensate is included in the model with
∆ baryons, see the curve in Fig. 8 for the MKVOR*H∆φρ model labeled by
returned-triangles. The maximum NS mass proves to be almost independent
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on the choice of the model (from 1 to 17) for the ηρ function. The increase of
ηρ function (increase of the model number) reduces the ρ
− condensate, but its
softening effect on the EoS is taken over by the ∆ baryons, which population
increases with the model number. This compensation effect is incidental and
can be removed, e.g., by a variation of the ρ meson mass scaling function.
Diamond-labeled curve on the right panel in Fig. 8 shows Mmax for various ηρ
models (from 1 to 17) for the model MKVOR*H∆φρ with the effective ρ mass
scaling function given by Eq. (C.1) with Φρ,min = 0.5 (dash curve on left panel
of Fig. 5). We see that the pattern is now similar to that for the MKVORH∆φ
model, since the ρ− condensation effect is smaller for models labeled 1 to 6
and vanishes completely for models from 7 to 17.
5 Conclusion
The charged ρ− meson condensation in dense isospin-asymmetric matter was
proposed in [61]. It may occur provided ρ mesons are treated as non-Abelian
bosons and effective ρ meson mass decreases with increase of the baryon den-
sity. This phenomenon was then studied in [27] within the KVOR model in
the beta-equilibrium matter. In this paper we studied the phenomenon of the
charged ρ condensation in the framework of the KVORcut03- and MKVOR*-
based models developed in [57,58,60], where we exploit a new mechanism [59]
for stiffening of the equation of state (named the cut-mechanism). They in-
clude hyperons and ∆ baryons and nevertheless satisfy known experimental
constraints put on the equation of state from various analyses of atomic nuclei,
heavy-ion collisions and neutron stars.
We demonstrated that in the KVORcut03 model exploiting the cut mechanism
in ω sector the ρ− condensation appears in the beta equilibrium matter by the
second-order phase transition for densities n > 4.6n0, see Fig. 2. Influence of
the ρ− condensate on the equation of state is moderate and the maximum neu-
tron star mass reduces only slightly, from 2.17M to 2.16M. In the presence
of hyperons, within the KVORcut03Hφ, KVORcut03Hφσ, KVORcut03H∆φ
and KVORcut03H∆φσ models, the ρ− condensate does not appear in the beta
equilibrium matter.
In the MKVOR*H∆φ model [60], which is a version of the MKVOR model
proposed in [57,58] extended to appropriately include ∆ isobars (with the
potential U∆(n = n0) = −50 MeV in the isospin symmetrical matter), the
cut-mechanism is embedded in the ρ and ω sectors. The model turns to be
sensitive to inclusion of the ρ− condensation. The ρ− condensate appears in
this (MKVOR*H∆φρ) model at density n(II)cρ = 2.74n0 in a second-order phase
transition. However already at smaller densities there exists a second solution
of the equations for the scalar field f(n) and particle fractions with a very
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different particle composition. This new solution is energetically unfavorable
at the density of its appearance in comparison with the first solution, which
develops continuously from a small condensate fraction. Only at a density
n(I)c,ρ the second solution becomes energetically favorable, and the system, if
considered at fixed density, would undergo a first-order phase transition to
a state with a large fraction of the ρ− condensate. The density n(I)c,ρ and the
resulting particle concentrations are sensitive to variation of the ηρ(f) scaling
function, so n(I)c,ρ varies between 2.76 and 2.83n0 for various tails of the ηρ
function that have been exploited in [60]. The appearance of the ρ− condensate
leads to occurrence of Λs and ∆−s already in neutron stars with masses above
M ' 1.14M and the new ∆0 and ∆+ species appear in heavier neutron stars
(see Fig. 3 and Table 1). The direct Urca reactions on ∆− may occur only
at densities exceeding the critical value for the process on nucleons but direct
Urca reactions on Λs prove to be allowed in neutron stars with masses as low
as 1.14M. A feasible problem with description of the neutron star cooling
might be avoided provided the Λ Cooper pairing gaps are sufficiently high.
The appearance of the ρ− condensate leads to a strong reduction of the pres-
sure and softening of the EoS, see Fig. 4. Although the particle composition
of the beta equilibrium matter depends strongly on the tail of the ηρ function,
which we exploit, see Fig. 1, the resulting equation of state exhibits only a
small difference at densities n >∼ 3.4n0. The particle concentrations and the
pressure for 2.37n0 <∼ n <∼ 3.4n0 are different for various tails, but for describ-
ing the neutron star structure the pressure in this region is to be replaced by
the Maxwell construction. On the Maxwell constructions the pressure proves
to be weakly dependent on the tail. Consequently, the maximum mass of the
neutron star is 2.03M independently of the tail, which is substantially smaller
than that for the MKVOR*H∆φ model, Mmax = 2.21M, but still remaining
within the error-bars of the current most precise measurements of heaviest
neutron stars [23,25].
A possibility of the ρ− condensation at densities reachable in neutron stars
hinges on reduction of the ρ meson mass in medium. We varied the scaling
function Φρ = m
∗
ρ/mρ for the effective ρ meson mass, preventing the Φρ to
become smaller than a value Φρ,min, see Fig. 5. It turns out that if Φρ,min >∼
0.5 then the influence of the ρ− condensation proves to be minor, and the
maximum NS mass differs from that for the MKVOR*H∆φ model maximally
by 2%, see Fig. 6. For Φρ,min >∼ 0.7 the critical density of the ρ− condensation
exceeds the maximum density possible in neutron stars. So the variation of Φρ
provides an effective mechanism to control the presence and the magnitude of
the ρ− condensate.
Also, we investigated various choices of the ηρ function and its influence on
the maximum mass of a neutron star. We demonstrated that the choice of ηρ
proposed in [57,58] for the models without ρ− condensate is the optimal one
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leading to increase of the maximum neutron star mass, see Fig. 8. In this case
ηρ(f) is an increasing function of f for f <∼ 0.5 (we use it in order to decrease
the proton concentration in BEM increasing, thereby, the direct Urca reaction
threshold), and then ηρ(f) decreases sharply for f >∼ 0.5 that allows to stiffen
the EoS owing to the cut-mechanism described in [59]. In the presence of the
ρ− condensate an peculiar situation occurs: for the particular choice of the
ρ meson mass scaling and the ∆ potential in isospin symmetric matter the
maximum neutron star mass turns out to be practically independent of the
various choices of the ηρ function we have studied. Although the ρ
− conden-
sation impact on the EoS changes while we vary ηρ, this change proves to be
compensated by the corresponding change in the ∆− concentration.
Concluding, the influence of the ρ− condensation on the equation of state
proves to be strongly model dependent. Nevertheless in the models we have
studied including the hyperon and ∆ isobar degrees of freedom as well as the
charged ρ condensation the observational constraint on the maximum neutron
star mass is fulfilled.
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Appendix
A Lagrangian of the model
Here we present the Lagrangian of our model, which includes baryons b =
(n, p,Λ,Σ±,0,Ξ−,0; ∆±,0,++) coupled to meson mean fields, m = (σ, ω, ρ, φ), σ
is the scalar meson and ω, ρ, and φ are vector mesons, and leptons l,
L = ∑
b
Lb + Lσ + Lω + Lρ + Ll , (A.1)
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where
Lb = Ψb
[
iγµDµ −mbΦb
]
Ψb ,
Dµ = ∂µ + igωbχωbωµ + igρbχρb~tb~ρµ + igφbχφbφµ
for both spin-1/2 and spin-3/2 baryons taking into account different spin de-
generacy factors, 2 and 4 respectively. The Lagrangian for σ, ω, ρ, and φ
mesons is
Lσ = 1
2
∂µσ∂
µσ − 1
2
m2σΦ
2
σσ
2 − U(σ) ,
Lω = −1
4
(∂µων − ∂νωµ)2 + 1
2
m2ωΦ
2
ω ωµω
µ ,
Lφ = −1
4
(∂µφν − ∂νφµ)2 + 1
2
m2φΦ
2
φ φµφ
µ ,
Lρ = −1
4
(
∂µ~ρν − ∂ν~ρµ + g′ρχ′ρ[~ρµ × ~ρν ]
)2
+
1
2
m2ρΦ
2
ρ~ρµ~ρ
µ . (A.2)
We introduced the mass and coupling scaling functions (Φ and χ, χ
′
) in
the Lagrangian. U(σ) = bf 3/3 + cf 4/4 is the σ field dependent potential,
f = gσNχσNσ/mN . The ρ meson term is written following the hidden local
symmetry principles [63,64], which imply gρN = g
′
ρ = gρ.
One further puts ωµ = δµ0ω0 and φµ = δµ0φ0, since it is easy to show that
vector components of these fields lead to an increase of the energy.
B Parameters of the models and scaling functions
The KVORcut03 model, see [58], is an extension of the previously considered
KVOR model with a sharply varying function introduced in the ω channel.
The scaling functions entering the energy functional (1) are as follows:
ηKVORcutσ (f) = 1 + 2
C2σ
f 2
( b
3
f 3 +
c
4
f 4
)
,
ηKVORcutω (f) =
[
1 + zf¯0
1 + zf
]α
+ aωθbω(f − fω) , (B.1)
ηKVORcutρ (f) =
[
1 + 4
C2ω
C2ρ
(f¯0 − f) z
1 + f¯0 z
]−1
.
where f¯0 = f(n0) = 1−m∗N(n0)/mN . We introduced here the switch functions
θy(x) =
1
2
[
1 + tanh(yx)
]
. (B.2)
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Table B.1
Parameters of the KVORcut03 model
C2σ C
2
ω C
2
ρ b · 103 c · 103 α z aω bω fω
179.56 87.600 100.64 7.7354 0.34161 1 0.65 −0.5 46.78 0.365
Parameters of the KVORcut03 model are collected in Table B.1.
The model MKVOR was proposed in [57,58]. It contains a sharply varying
function in the ρ-meson sector. In [60] it was slightly modified by changing
the tail of the ηρ function to get rid off the multiple solutions of the equation
of motion for the f(n) function in BEM and by changing the ηω function to
avoid vanishing of the effective nucleon mass in ISM in presence of ∆ baryons.
The resulting model, named MKVOR*, has the following scaling functions:
ηMKVOR
∗
σ (f) =
[
1− 2
3
C2σbf −
1
2
C2σ
(
c− 8
9
C2σb
2
)
f 2 +
1
3
df 3
]−1
,
ηMKVOR
∗
ω (f) = η
KVORcut
ω (f) θb∗ω(f
∗
ω − f) +
c∗ω
(f/f ∗ω)α
∗
ω + 1
θb∗ω(f − f ∗ω) , (B.3)
ηMKVOR
∗
ρ (f) =
 η˜ρ(f) , f ≤ f
∗
ρ
[c0 + c1z + c2z
2 + c3z
3 + c4z
4]−1 , f > f ∗ρ
, z = f/f ∗ρ − 1 ,
where η˜ρ(f) is the scaling function introduced in [58]
η˜ρ(f) = a
(0)
ρ + a
(1)
ρ f +
a(2)ρ f
2
1 + a
(3)
ρ f 2
+ β exp
(
− Γ(f)(f − fρ)2
)
, (B.4)
Γ(f) = γ
[
1 +
dρ(f − f¯0)
1 + eρ(f − f¯0)2
]−1
,
and is extended by various tails parameterized in terms of coefficients ci, three
of which are fixed by the requirements of the continuity of the second derivative
at the matching point f = f ∗ρ :
c0 = η˜
−1
ρ (f
∗
ρ ), c1 = −f ∗ρ η˜′ρ(f ∗ρ ) c20, c2 = c21/c0 − c20η˜′′ρ(f ∗ρ ) f ∗2ρ /2 .
Other parameters, c3 and c4, control the slope of the tail of the scaling function.
The original parametrization from [58] was labeled in [60] as “tail 1”, and
several other choices were proposed
tail 2 : c3 = −10 , c4 = 0 ;
tail 3 : c3 = 0 , c4 = 0 ; (B.5)
tail 4 : c3 = 0 , c4 = 100 .
Parameters of the MKVOR* model are collected in Table B.2.
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Table B.2
Parameters of the MKVOR* model
C2σ C
2
ω C
2
ρ b · 103 c · 103 d α z aω bω
234.15 134.88 81.842 4.6750 −2.9742 −0.5 0.4 0.65 0.11 7.1
fω β γ fρ a
(0)
ρ a
(1)
ρ a
(2)
ρ a
(3)
ρ dρ eρ
0.9 3.11 28.4 0.522 0.448 −0.614 3 0.8 −4 6
f∗ρ f∗ω b∗ω α∗ω c∗ω
0.62 0.95 100 5.515 0.2299
Table C.1
Parameters of Eq. (C.2), corresponding to lines 6–14 in Fig. 8.
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
aρ 2.00 3.25 4.50 5.75 7.00 8.25 9.50 10.75 12.00
bρ 4.2669 2.6258 1.8964 1.4841 1.2191 1.0344 0.8983 0.7938 0.7112
cρ 3.4063 2.0896 1.5078 1.1795 0.9687 0.8218 0.7136 0.6306 0.5649
C Variations of scaling functions Φρ(f) and ηρ(f)
In Section 4.1, we study the dependence of the ρ− condensate on the ρ meson
scaling function Φρ. We use the following modification of the scaling function
Φρ(f) =
 1− f , f ≤ fs(1− fs) [1 + ξ1+bρξ( ξ2+bρ − 1)] , f > fs , ξ =
f − fs
1− fs . (C.1)
The matching point fs determined by the minimal value of the ρ mass scaling
function Φρ,min = minf (Φρ(f)) is as follows
fs = 1− Φρ,min − δΦρ,
with some off-set δΦρ = 0.1 allowing for a smooth transition at f = fs. The
parameter bρ =
Φρ,min
δΦρ
− 1 is chosen so that Φ′ρ(f = 1) = 0. With Φρ,min =
δΦ = 0 we recover Φρ(f) = 1− f .
In Section 4.2 we investigate the influence of the choice of the scaling function
ηρ(f) on the maximum neutron star mass. In Fig. 8 we consider 17 models of
the ηρ(f) function, all of which coincide with original function (tail 2) given
in Eq. (B.3) for f < f˜ρ and we fix f˜ρ = 0.45. Models from 6 through 14 are
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given by the following expression
ηρ(f) =
 η
MKVOR
ρ,tail2 (f) , f ≤ f˜ρ
ηMKVORρ,tail2 (f˜ρ) + aρ tanh(bρ ζ + cρζ
2) , f > f˜ρ
, ζ =
f
f˜ρ
− 1 . (C.2)
The main parameter here is aρ, which controls the growth rate and value of
ηρ(f) for f → 1. Parameters bρ and cρ depending on aρ are chosen to obtain a
smooth function with first and second continuous derivatives at f = f˜ρ. The
parameters for models 6–14 shown in Fig. 8 are listed in Table C.1.
Models 1–5 shown in the left panel of Fig. 8 correspond to j = 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6,
and 0.8. They are generated by the weighted averaging between the original
ηMKVORρ,tail2 (f) and the lowest-lying ηρ(f) (model 6) given by (C.2) for aρ = 2:
η(j)ρ (f) = (1− j)ηMKVORρ,tail2 (f) + jηρ(f ; aρ = 2) . (C.3)
Models 15, 16 and 17 shown on the left panel of Fig. 8 correspond to c(3)ρ =
10, 102, 103, respectively. They are given by the parametrization
ηρ(f) =
 η
MKVOR
ρ,tail2 (f) , f ≤ f˜ρ
ηMKVORρ,tail2 (f˜ρ) + c
(1)
ρ ζ + c
(2)
ρ ζ
2 + c(3)ρ ζ
3 , f > f˜ρ
, ζ =
f
f˜ρ
− 1 , (C.4)
where coefficients c(1)ρ = f˜ρ
d
df
ηMKVORρ,tail2 (f˜ρ), c
(2)
ρ =
1
2
f˜ 2ρ
d2
df2
ηMKVORρ,tail2 (f˜ρ) are chosen
to preserve the smoothness of the function at f = f˜ρ.
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